
KE Camps is committed to creating a safe and healthy environment for all campers,
families, and staff.  Please see below for details on enhanced precautions being

implemented at camp this summer.  More detailed specifics regarding your particular
camp will be provided in advance.

INCREASED HANDWASHING
Campers and Staff will be doing extra handwashing and sanitizing this summer! 

Handwashing will occur upon entry to camp, before and after every snack and

meal, after using the restroom, after activity periods (as needed), and upon

checking-out of camp.

SMALL CAMP GROUP
We are lucky in that our camp is already very small in size!  Our camp will

function as its own family unit each week. Within our camp family, we will

do our best to adjust activities and schedules so that we maintain space

between campers and staff as much as possible. Please understand that

with a group of young children, social distancing will not be possible 100%

of the time. We will keep as much physical distance as possible between

our camp family and other club personnel/patrons.

HEALTH SCREENINGS AND TEMPERATURE CHECKS
Upon arrival, your camper will be visually screened to check for signs of 

illness including coughing, sneezing, difficulty breathing or any other flu-like

symptom.  In addition, each camper will be given a non-contact temperature

check.  Should anyone have a temperature reading of 100.4 or higher or be

exhibiting any visual signs of illness, he or she will be asked to return home

and will not be allowed entry into camp.

EXTRA CLEANING
Your club has already adjusted their cleaning procedures in and around the

facility to ensure that surfaces are cleaned and sanitized to a much greater

degree than normal.  In addition to this extra safety measure, our staff will be

wiping down frequently used surfaces and supplies throughout the camp day.

Our activity and program schedule will be adjusted to include as many

outdoor activities as possible (even more so than usual!).  With that will be

even more attention to sunscreen and water throughout the day.  

PROGRAM ADJUSTMENTS

FACE MASKS
Campers are asked to please pack a face mask for camp each day, for use

indoors and any time social distancing isn't possible.  Staff will be wearing

face masks at almost all times (with the exception of swim, while eating,

etc.).  All parents and caregivers are asked to wear a mask at drop-off and

pick-up.

In an effort to keep our camp space limited to only our camp family (as

much as possible), drop-off and pick-up procedures will be adjusted so that

parents will not actually enter our camp space.  This may result in our staff

greeting your child at your car or the camp check-in area being moved

outside or to an open hallway or lobby.  All parents or caregivers dropping

off and picking up are asked to wear a face mask. Details on your particular

check-in and check-out procedures will be provided to you in the weekly

welcome emails sent from our office.

DROP-OFF AND PICK-UP
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KEEPING OUR CHILDREN SAFE AT CAMP


